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TOPOLOGICAL RESTRICTIONS AVAILABLE FOR CLASSIFICATION
OF MULTICOMPONENT VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA Hisayoshi MATSUYAMA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812
In a previous paper1\ two necessary conditions for the existence of combinations of azeotropes in ternary systems were derived by use of the residue curve for the mathematical expression.
One is a topological condition represented as
where Sx is the sum of indices of pure materials and 52 and 53, respectively, denote the sums of indices of binary and ternary azeotropes. The other is a thermodynamic condition described by
Cond (2) The residue curve has to extend to the point at higher boiling temperature. In multicomponentsystems, combinations of azeotropes should be restricted by similar conditions. Obviously, Cond (2) is directly applicable to multicomponentsystems, so that our effort will be focused on the extension of Cond (1) to multicomponent systems.
1. Indices of Singular Points in the (n-^-Dimensional Vector Field
The composition of an^-component system can be represented by a point in the (n-l)-dimensional simplex. From now on, this simplex will be called Received August 4, 1977. 66 the "composition simplex". Residue curves are defined as integral curves of the following set of differential equations :
Pure materials and azeotropes in the composition simplex are singular points of the (n-l)-dimensional vector field defined by the right-hand side of Eq. (1). In the^-component system, pure materials and azeotropes, except^-component ones, lie on the boundary of the (n-l)-dimensional composition simplex so that their indices cannot be obtained by the direct application of the conventional definition of the index. If we can construct an (n-l)-dimensional boundaryless manifold Mn~xby repeated use of the composition simplex and its inverse image in such a manner that every simplex in it is the inverse image of the adjacent simplices, all singular points on the boundary of the composition simplex become inner points of Mn~x and consequently their indices can be defined on Mn~\ Consider an w-dimensional hypercube whose hypersurface is composed of (n-l)-dimensional hypersquares. Construct an^-dimensional manifold by connecting centers of the adjacent hypersquares.
Then Mn~xcan be obtained as the hypersurface of this //-dimensional manifold because the hypersurface consists of (n-l)-dimensional simplices and satisfies the conditions for M71"1 mentioned above.
For instance, the indices of pure materials and binary azeotropes in the ternary system are defined on the surface of an octahedron which consists of four original triangular diagrams and four inverse images and is constructed by connecting centers of adjacent squares which constitute the surface of a cube15. Mn~x contains 2n apices and each of them has 2(/z-1) adjacent apices because the n-dimensional hypercube consists of 2n hypersquares each of which is adjacent to 2{n-\) hypersquares. The number of /^-dimensional simplices in Mn~xis given as follows:
2k X,_!C4 X2n+(k+1)=2*+1xnCk+1
Topological Condition for w-Component Systems
It is obvious from the procedure of constructing Má""1 that a singular point contained in the original composition simplex repeatedly appears in Mn~x.
The degree of multiplicity of the pure material in Mn~xcoincides with that of an apex and the degree of multiplicity of the /^-component azeotrope coincides with that of a (k-l)-dimensional simplex. Since
Mn~l contains 2kx nCk of (k-l)-dimensional simplices and the original compositionsimplex contains nCk of them, the same (k-l)-dimensional simplex appears 2k times in Mn~x. Therefore, the degree of multiplicity of the pure material is equal to 2 and that of the fc-component azeotrope is equal to 2k. From the same theorem used in the previous paper1}, the sum of indices of singular points on M71"1is equal to the Euler-Poincare characteristics of AP"1, equal to
The sum of indices of all singular points on Mn~~xis n represented as 2] 2&Sfc, taking account of the degree of multiplicity of pure materials and azeotropes where Si and Sk(k> 1), respectively, are the sum of the indices of pure materials and that of^-componentazeotropes on the original composition simplex. Then the topological condition is obtained as Cond(I*) t l' S^l+i-l)*-1
Cond (1*) and Cond (2) proposed to calculate thermal conductivity of a pure liquid. These methods vary in complexity, degree of accuracy and generality.
Sheffy and Johnson20> proposed an empirical equation which predicts a linear decrease of liquid thermal conductivity with temperature.
The correlation is unsuitable for highly polar compounds and gives poor results for
